
The Renaissance 

Renaissance = “rebirth”
Educated people in Europe hoped to bring back the 
classical culture of Rome and Greece

Time of great intellectual and artistic creativity.
Began in Italy around 1300



Why?
Highly Urban

26% of Italians lived in cities (only 10% in England)
Many cities had population > 100,000 
Recovered from the Plague quickly

Merchant Regions
dominated politics, society and business
individual achievement rather than status began to have 
importance

SOCIAL 
Urban lifestyle 
Competition from 
         merchants 

ECONOMIC 
Prosperity through 
         trade 
Merchant class    

POLITICAL  
Well-defended 
Well-funded 
Independent city-states 



Merchants prided themselves on sponsoring promising artists.
They spent money lavishly to help artists create works of genius

.Three of the earliest geniuses were a painter, a poet, and a letter writer

Giotto—
Painted on wet plaster—fresco
Painted scenes from the Bible 
on the walls of the Arena 
Chapel
Human figures were real and 
life-like
Faces had realistic expressions
Started a revolution in art





Dante—
Wrote “The Divine Comedy”
3 part poem:

1. A tour of “the inferno”
2. Visits purgatory
3. Goes through paradise

Philosophic bridge between the  Middle Ages and the Renaissance
Wrote in the vernacular (everyday language)

Petrarch—
Wrote letters in graceful classical style
Simplicity and beauty and purity



NEW VALUES:

1.Celebration of the Individual-
artists and writers sought recognition for their talent
autobiographies and portrait painting became common for the 
wealthy

2. Love of classical learning-
despised the art and literature of the Middle Ages
Petrarch called the Medieval years the “Dark Ages”
humanists—scholars who studied classical texts

3. Enjoyment of worldly pleasures-
material luxuries, fine music, expensive food
Middle ages: people had lived simply to show devotion to God
Renaissance: a person can love and enjoy life without offending 
God



Does Architecture 
Matter?
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A

Harvard University – Massachusetts, USA



B

Tiantai School No. 2 – Tiantai, China





C

Stowe School – Buckinghamshire, England



D

Supreme Court Building – Washington DC, USA



E

Makoko School – Makoko, Nigeria



F

Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception – Moscow, Russia



G

Brophy Prep – Arizona, USA



H

Seongsu High School  - Chuncheon, South Korea





I

Lincoln Hills High School  - Wisconsin, USA



J

State Penitentiary  - Colorado, USA



$25,379$8,300 ($13,000 average in US)



K

All Souls College, Oxford University – Oxford, England





L

Mesa High School – Arizona, USA



M

Mesa LDS Temple – Arizona, USA



N

Perry High School – Arizona, USA
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fI1OeMmwYjU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fI1OeMmwYjU


Baldassare Catiglione— “The Courtier”
told young people how to become accomplished adults

IDEAL WOMAN
Know the classics

Write well
Paint

Make music
Dance 

Be charming

IDEAL MAN
Well educated in Greek and Latin
Charming
Polite
Witty
Able to dance
Write poetry
Sing
Play music
Physically graceful and strong
Skilled horsemen
Wrestler
swordsmen



Donatello-
Revolutionized sculpture
Wanted to show the grace and the strength of human form
Statue of David 

Masaccio—
Developed perspective drawing
Objects drawn smaller when they are further away from the viewer

Machavelli—
Spent his youth in the courts observing leaders
Wrote a book of advice “The Prince”
How can a ruler gain power and keep it despite his enemies?
Not concerned with what is morally right, but what was politically 

effective
In politics, the end justifies the means
His name came to stand for trickery and double dealing



The Prince:
Chapter Nineteen – Machiavelli  how to avoid being hated. 
Tupac’s last album before his death featured songs where he seems to 
be putting Machiavelli’s advice to practice and he apologizes to 
women for disrespecting them and that the black community needs to 
unite.
Machiavelli also says that if you follow his prior advice you will have 
the reputation necessary to be protected from people who conspire 
against you. He writes “As soon as you tell someone who is 
discontented what your are planning, you give him the means to 
satisfy his ambitions, because it is obvious he can expect to be richly 
rewarded if he betrays you.” 
While Tupac’s murder remains unsolved, many people believe that his 
“friend” and owner of his record label Suge Knight had something to 
do with his murder. Tupac had mentioned leaving Death Row Records 
and forming his own label called “ Makavelli Records”. In some 
people’s minds, this was Suge Knight’s motive because if Tupac left 
the label, he would not receive royalties or be linked to his success.



THE HIGH RENAISSANCE
3 artists lifted art to unsurpassed brilliance:

1. Michelangelo Buonarroti—
Pope Julius II wanted Rome to become the capital of the world

Tore down St. Peter’s Basilica and build a new one

Asked Michelangelo to paint the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel

From 1508-1511 he climbed scaffolding (65ft. above the floor)

Painted more than 300 figures

creation story, Adam, Noah

Also was a sculptor—”David” and “Pieta”

2. Raphael Santi—
Painted the walls of Julius II’s library

“The School of Athens”

3. Leonardo da Vinci—
Scientist and artist

“The Last Supper” and “The Mona Lisa”



Monte Cassino – 1100 – Pre Da Vinci



Da Vinci – The Last Supper



Juan De Juanes - Post Da Vinci



Medieval 
or 

Renaissance?

















Speeches


